FOR LIFE.
Appalachian Hardwood, lovingly handcrafted into the finest American-made hardwood floors — The Essence
of HomerWood®. Recalling the age of quality and craftsmanship, we hand select each plank from sustainable,
center-cut lumber to reveal the character and unsurpassed beauty created by nature. From these planks we
handcraft and custom design exceptional hardwood floors for those who seek style, elegance and individuality.
That’s why, quite simply, there is no finer choice for your home than a HomerWood Premium hardwood floor.
Our classic to contemporary designs offer truly spectacular floors in a range of beautiful species, colors, styles,
textures and surface treatments to suit any personality or lifestyle. Made in America, from American hands
and hearts to your home, each plank is a reflection of who we are and the quality of work we do.
That’s why you can trust your home to HomerWood.
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homerwood.com

Traditional Character™, Hickory Saddle
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TRADITIONAL CHARACTER ™
Our Traditional Character floors, handcrafted

Your home is an expression of your individual style,

from desirable center-cut lumber, reveal all of the

a reflection of your unique personality, and when

trees’ natural beauty, and preserve the distinctive

it comes to décor, you simply want the very best.

graining and inherent characteristics created

Why settle for anything less, consider HomerWood

by nature. Featuring both clear and character

the perfect choice.

p l a n ks, t he re s u lt i s a s t y l i s h, e l eg a nt f l oo r.
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Traditional Character™, Hard Maple Sugar
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TRADITIONAL CHARACTER ™

Walnut Natural

Walnut Butter Rum

Walnut Saddle

Hard Maple Arctic

Hard Maple Natural

Hard Maple Mist

Hard Maple Musk
(Matte Finish)
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Traditional Character™, Hickory Natural

TRADITIONAL CHARACTER ™

Hard Maple Graystone

Hard Maple Blush

Hickory Natural

Hickory Turmeric

Hickory Saddle

Hickory Chinchilla

Hickory Graphite

White Oak Natural

White Oak Butter Rum

White Oak Jamocha

White Oak Espresso

(Matte Finish)

Hard Maple Sugar

homerwood.com
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AMISH HAND-SCRAPED ®
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HomerWood’s Amish Hand-Scraped floors offer

And, as with any artist, each plank proudly bears

an exceptionally striking, one-of-a-kind look. A

the signature of the craftsman who created it.

true work of art, each premium plank is uniquely

Our traditional Amish scrape covers the full

hand-scraped by experienced Amish craftsmen,

surface of the floor and creates a richly textured

whose creativity combined with nature assures

a p p e a ra n ce t h a t i s wa r m a n d a p p e a l i n g,

that no t wo planks are the same — a highly

enhancing every style of décor from classic to

desirable feature of our hand-scraped floors.

contemporary.

Amish Hand-Scraped®, Hickory Saddle

AMISH HAND-SCRAPED ®

Walnut Natural

Walnut Butter Rum

Hickory Natural

Hickory Turmeric

Hickory Saddle

Hickory Graphite

White Oak Butter Rum

White Oak Espresso

homerwood.com
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AMISH SOFT SCRAPED
A s w i t h o u r t ra d i t i o n a l s c ra p e, l o ca l A m i s h

signature of the craf tsman who created it. The

craf tsmen exper tly hand - scrape each

result is a floor of timeless beaut y that defines

ind ividua l pla nk to create a unique, subtle,

quality, luxury and style, adding warmth to any

timeworn look that is unmatched in its classic

room.

bea u t y, a nd ea ch p l a n k p rou d l y bea r s t he

Walnut Natural

Walnut Demitasse

Walnut Dusky

Hickory Natural

Hickory Turmeric

Hickory Saddle

Hickory Graphite
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White Oak Café

Amish Soft Scraped, Walnut Dusky
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rP emi um
SMOKED SPECIALTIES ™
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Our Smoked Specialties floors offer dramatic,

board by board. The heat from the open flame

rich and alluring visual elements that add design

caramelizes the sugars in the sapwood, creating

and depth to a room. The natural figuring of the

a shadowed look that can’t be imitated. A true

grain is accented by gently flaming the wood,

work of art, created exclusively by HomerWood.

Smoked Specialties™, Hickory Smoked Turmeric

SMOOTH & SMOKED

Hickory Smoked Natural

Hickory Smoked Turmeric

White Oak
Smoked Natural

Hickory Smoked
Red Saddle

White Oak
Smoked Cinnamon

Hickory Smoked Graphite

White Oak
Smoked Wassail

HAND-SCRAPED & SMOKED

Hickory Schenna
Smoked Natural

Hickory Carbonera
Smoked Red Saddle

White Oak Sandstone
Smoked Cinnamon

HAND-SCRAPED, WIRE BRUSHED & SMOKED

White Oak Sandgate
Smoked Cinnamon
homerwood.com
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WIRE BRUSHED
Texture has long been an impor tant interior

sof t grain, creating a seasoned appearance.

design element, as it seduces the eye and adds

The look can be further enhanced with a liming

dimension to a living space. Wire brushing is a

technique that infuses the soft grain and adds

subtle texturing technique that enhances the

a contrasting color.

Walnut Natural

Hickory Natural

Hickory Jamocha

White Oak Natural

White Oak Natural

White Oak Chinchilla

(White Limed)

(White Limed)

WIRE BRUSHED - MIXED 2¼", 3" & 6" WIDTHS
Distressed wood, and the soft texture of wire

reclaimed floors. These visuals create a unique

bru s hing, continue to a ppea l to today’s

floor that blends wire brushed texture, distinct

discerning consumers. The varied tones and

color liming and mixed widths.

random patterns capture the essence of vintage

Hickory Naturally Beautiful
(Brown, Gray & White Limed)
(Matte Finish)
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Hickory Amber Cove

(Brown, Gray & White Limed)
(Matte Finish)

White Oak Tonal Drift

(Black, Gray & White Limed)
(Matte Finish)

White Oak Night's Dream
(Black, Gray & White Limed)
(Matte Finish)

WEATHERED OAK
Weathered Oak by HomerWood ® are masterful

bring to the mighty oak. Subtle color changes

interpretations of color and texture, produced to

from plank to plank, and within each plank give

represent the colors that exposure to the elements

Weathered Oak a timeless aged appearance.

White Oak Natural
Weathered White

White Oak Mist
Weathered Black

White Oak Natural
Weathered Black

White Oak Mist, Weathered Black
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KERFKUT
KerfKut Flooring by HomerWood ® recreates the

of the Character style Hickory planks. The colors

look of classic floors that were constructed with

offered in the KerfKut line enhance these unique

rough cut planks. The hit and miss saw blade cuts

surface textures and provide attractive options for

left on the surface compliment the vintage nature

homeowners and designers.

Hickory Silver
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KerfKut, Hickory Smoked Brindle

Hickory Smoked Brindle

SOHO
HomerWood’s SoHo Maple Floors are inspired by

is given an artistic treatment with splashes of lively

NYC’s “South of Houston” neighborhood, and pay

color selections. This wonderful visual compliments

homage to SoHo’s artistic community. The natural

a wide range of décor choices, allowing you to

variation of Hard Maple’s heartwood and sapwood

become an artist in your own home.

Hard Maple SoHo White

Hard Maple SoHo Gray

Hard Maple SoHo Red

Hard Maple SoHo Black

homerwood.com
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™
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T h e r i c h e l e g a n c e o f H o m e r Wo o d ’s s o l i d,

satin-like luster. This precisely milled flooring line

all-American Birch lends an air of distinction to

features a range of designer-inspired colors for

a ny room, with it s fine g ra in a nd at tractive

the most discerning of homeowners.

Birch Mist

Birch Neutral

Birch Blush

Birch Berry

Birch Beer

Birch Black

homerwood.com

Birch
Birch Run
Run™™,, Birch
Birch Blush
Blush
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Appalachian Hickory and White Oak are meticulously

a tree’s natural characteristics have been preserved,

crafted into quality engineered hardwood floors that

or our Prime Grade White Oak with its visually modest

are complimented by combining trending matte

characteristics for a cleaner appearance. Either

color choices with two distinct visual styles. Choose

choice results in a durable and stylish floor at an

between our Character Grade Hickory, where all of

affordable price.

®

CHARACTER GRADE ®

Hickory Natural
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Simplicity, Hickory Natural

Hickory Umber

Hickory Sand

Hickory Mink

PRIME GRADE

White Oak Natural

White Oak Frost

White Oak Taupe

White Oak Shale

White Oak Dove

White Oak Shade

Simplicity, White Oak Natural
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Custom Crafted
CUSTOM-CRAFTED, DISTINCTIVE HARDWOOD
SHAPED BY AMERICAN HANDS AND HEARTS

CREATE YOUR OWN HARDWOOD ARTISTRY WITH A VARIETY OF OPTIONS
If you are unable to find just the right floor within

Use the options in this section as your guide to

our product portfolio, let HomerWood’s unrivaled

create handcrafted works of art to suit the style

custom capability turn your vision into a reality.

and aesthetic of any space.

All custom floors are available in both
solid and engineered construction.
3/4” SOLID

SELECT
CONSTRUCTION

SELECT
SPECIES & STYLE

Feature any combination of texture
a nd co l o r u s i ng A me r i ca n wood
s p e c i e s w i t h d i s t i n c t c h a ra c te r.
A cleaner visual can be achieved with a
Prime grade floor.

WALNUT

5/8” ENGINEERED

CHERRY

HARD MAPLE

HICKORY

RED OAK

WHITE OAK

Your choice of widths and lengths in solid
and engineered construction.
SELECT
WIDTH

SOLID | available in widths from 3” - 8” and lengths up to 10’.
ENGINEERED | available in widths from 3” - 12” and lengths up to 12’.

Visual elements like texture and artistic
treatments add depth and intrigue to
any space.

TRADITIONAL
CHARACTER™

AMISH
HAND-SCRAPED®

AMISH
SOFT SCRAPED

SMOKED
SPECIALTIES™

WIRE BRUSHED
LIMED

WEATHERED

KERFKUT

SOHO

MIXED WIDTH
MULTI-COLOR WASH

RIFT & QUARTERED

PRIME GRADE

MATTE FINISH

SELECT
TEXTURE

SELECT
COLOR & GLOSS

Your color options are virtually endless.
Be inspired to create your own, or select
from a versatile palette of curated color
choices that answer both classic and
contemporary style demands. Optional
gloss levels are available.

OIL FINISH

HERRINGBONE
& CHEVRON

CUSTOM
ENGRAVED
BOARDS

Talk to your authorized HomerWood retailer to begin creating your dream space and
visit our website at www.homerwood.com to learn more about our robust custom flooring program.
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Custom, Wire Brushed, Hickory Natural (White Limed)
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ENGRAVING
Enhance your home with the distinction of

Whichever you choose, HomerWood is delighted to

an engraved plank tailored to your unique

assist in authenticating your one-of-a-kind premium

personality. Greet guests with entryway planks

hardwood floor.

bearing a family name or meaningful phrase.

DESIGN PATTERNS
Bring an element of the unexpected to any room

ways with intricate designs. Choose from any of

with elegant flooring patterns reminiscent of

HomerWood's unique surface treatments and an

historic European chateaus. Add dramatic depth

array of luxurious colors to further set your floor

to expansive rooms or accentuate entrance

apart.

Herringbone
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Prime, White Oak Chinchilla (Herringbone)

Chevron
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Our trims are expertly matched to coordinate

than site finished trim. These flooring accessories

with each hardwood floor for a united look

can be ordered for any of our standard product

from wall to wall. Our trim and moldings feature

lines, including Birch Run™, Aesthetics™ and

colors that stay vibrant and resist wear with a

custom flooring orders.

UV-Cured Urethane finish that is more durable

Reducer Strip
A Reducer Strip is used to equalize the level between two different heights in
Length:
78"
Thickness: 9/16", 5/8", 3/4"

flooring surfaces. Occasionally called a transition, a reducer can be used around
fireplaces, doorways, as a room divider, or to transition between wood flooring
and adjacent floor coverings that are lower than the surface of the floor.

Stair Nose
Length:
78"
Thickness: 9/16", 5/8", 3/4"

A Stair Nose is used to provide a finished trim when transitioning from flooring to
the edge of a stair. It can also be used for trim on stair landings and elevated
floor perimeters.

Threshold
A Threshold is used to cover expansion space and provide a smooth transition in
Length:
78"
Thickness: 3/4", 7/8"

surfaces with height differences. A Threshold can be used against sliding track
doors, fireplaces, carpet, ceramic tile, or even existing thresholds.

T-Molding
A T-Molding is used to cover the expansion space between two equal height
Length:
78"
Thickness: 5/8"

flooring surfaces. It can be used at doorways and as a transition to another
surface of approximately the same height to allow for more expansion space.

Quarter Round
A Quarter Round is used to cover the expansion space between the floor and an
Length:
78"
Thickness: 3/4"

adjacent wall. It can be installed next to baseboards, case goods and stair steps.

All trims are made of solid wood and produced in the USA. The trim will be of the same species and have the same texture
as the flooring it is being coordinated with. For overall trim dimensions please visit our web page and download our helpful
installation guide.
h o m e r w o o d . c o m 24

ABOUT OUR FLOORING
PREMIUM
SOLID

ENGINEERED

Installation:

Nail Down
On and Above Grade

Standard Widths:

3", 4", 5", 6"*
Available in any combination

Standard Lengths:

Long, Random, 1' – 7'

Thickness:

3

⁄4"

Edge Detail:

Prefinished, Four-Sided Micro-Bevel **
Unfinished, Square Edges/Ends

Finish:

UV-Cured Urethane with Aluminum Oxide

Gloss:

Satin (Urethane Only) ***

Warranty:

50-Year Residential Finish (Urethane Only)
3-Year Commercial Finish (Urethane Only)
Lifetime Structural

Installation:

Staple, Glue or Float
On, Above and Below Grade
Radiant Heat: NWFA Guidelines

Standard Widths:

3", 4", 5", 6", 7", 8"
Available in any combination

Standard Lengths:

Long, Random, 1' – 8'

Thickness:

5

⁄8" (Sawn Face)
4 mm Wear Layer (Nominal),
Multi-Ply Baltic Birch

Edge Detail:

Prefinished, Four-Sided Micro-Bevel **
Unfinished, Four-Sided Micro-Bevel

Finish:

UV-Cured Urethane with Aluminum Oxide

Gloss:

Satin (Urethane Only) ***

Warranty:

50-Year Residential Finish (Urethane Only)
3-Year Commercial Finish (Urethane Only)
Lifetime Structural

*Smoked products are available in engineered construction only. Solid smoked products are not available as a custom.
**KerfKut products are two-sided micro-bevel / square ends
***Specific products offered in matte

BIRCH RUN™
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Installation:

Nail Down
On and Above Grade

Standard Widths:

SIMPLICITY
Installation:

3", 4", 5"
Available in any combination

Staple, Glue or Float
On, Above and Below Grade
Radiant Heat: NWFA Guidelines

Width:

6"

Standard Lengths:

Long, Random, 1' – 7'

Standard Lengths:

Long, Random, 2' – 8'

Thickness:

Solid — 3⁄4"

Thickness:

Edge Detail:

Prefinished, Four-Sided Micro-Bevel
Unfinished, Square Edges/Ends

1/2" (Sawn Face)
3 mm Wear Layer (Nominal),
Multi-Ply Baltic Birch

Finish:

UV-Cured Urethane with Aluminum Oxide

Edge Detail:

Prefinished, Four-Sided Micro-Bevel
Unfinished, Four-Sided Micro-Bevel

Gloss:

Satin (Urethane Only)

Finish:

UV-Cured Urethane with Aluminum Oxide

Warranty:

50-Year Residential Finish (Urethane Only)
3-Year Commercial Finish (Urethane Only)
Lifetime Structural

Gloss:

Matte (Urethane Only)

Warranty:

50-Year Residential Finish (Urethane Only)
3-Year Commercial Finish (Urethane Only)
Lifetime Structural

homerwood.com

ABOUT OUR FLOORING
Our Character Styles

Our Finishes

HomerWood pioneered the word “Character”

Our UV-Cured Urethane with Aluminum Oxide

to describe our use of the entire log to show all

features a proprietary cross-polymer additive that

the wood’s inherent characteristics and natural

provides superior wear properties. The sealers and

beauty in our floors. The very fingerprints of

topcoat we use are low solvent and low volatile

nature have been beautifully and reassuringly

with minimal emissions and do not auto-oxidize.

preserved. These unique naturally occurring

Our finish provides long-lasting beauty with

characteristics may include an array of open

superior clarity that allows the natural beauty of

a nd f i l l ed k not s, o r i g i na l m a r k i ng s, s p l i t s,

the grain to show through. You can see and feel

checking, sap, pith, mineral streaks, color

the difference!

variations, embodied cracks, and variations in
grain. The wood’s appearance determines its

Our UV Oil is a two-coat, factory-applied oil that

style or grade, and markings may vary with each

is cured with UV lights and ready to install. This

width. The end result is an elegant floor that

penetrating Oil finish provides natural beauty with

reveals all of the trees’ natural characteristics.

no oily residue that is easy to refresh and repair.

Prime

Our Warranty

Our Prime floors feature natural inherent

HomerWood offers a Lifetime Limited Structural

characteristics, however, we’ve taken special

Warranty on all of our floors. Our UV-Cured

care to limit the size, amount and frequency. Prime

Urethane floors carry a 50-year residential finish

floors highlight select, unique characteristics

warranty and a 3-year commercial finish warranty.

that are visually modest and give these floors a

As our UV-Cured Oil finish is absorbed into the

cleaner appearance overall.

wood, our finish warranties do not apply.
For warranty details, visit homerwood.com.

HARDNESS
Hardest

Our Commitment To The Environment
HomerWood purchases raw material from
suppliers who em ploy only the highest

Hickory

1820

Hard Maple

1450

the conservation and replenishment of our

White Oak

1360

forests. HomerWood floors are FloorScore ®

Red Oak

1290

Cer tified and CARB Phase 2 com pliant

Birch

1260

fo r fo r m a l d e hy d e , w i t h n o a d d e d u re a -

Black Walnut

1010

Cherry

950

Ranked by Janka Hardness Rating

standards in forestry practices, thus assuring

formaldehyde. HomerWood is a zerowa s te m a n u fa c t u re r, a n d a l l wo o d f i b e r
from the manufacturing process is utilized,
right down to the tiniest particle of sawdust.

HomerWood Disclaimer: Due to printing limitations and natural color variations in raw wood, colors pictured cannot be guaranteed to match actual stained flooring
material. In addition, it is impossible to portray the complete array of natural characteristics and color variation that may occur in hardwood and which will make your
HomerWood floor truly one-of-a-kind. Room scenes, pictures and hardwood floor samples are intended as a visual guide reference and not as the actual representation
of the hardwood floor itself. Since every tree provides us with its own unique natural characteristics, your newly installed floor may vary from samples or pictures shown.
Natural color variation in raw material will dictate the final shade of stain. Wood will react to changes in moisture and humidity. In order for your floor to perform
properly, indoor humidity should be maintained between 35%-55% year round. We recommend following NWFA guidelines and the use of an NWFA-certified installer.
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American Made
Premium Hardwood
Verified Sustainable
Appalachian Hardwoods
Handcrafted
Custom Designs
Long Lengths
Wide Widths
Character Grade®
Traditional Character™
Amish Hand-Scraped®
Smoked Specialties™
Birch Run™
Simplicity
Classic to Contemporary
Authentic Quality

Cover Image: Our cover features a North American Hard Maple tree typically found in the Appalachian region. Trees that grow in
this region are “Slow Growth,” which means they are dormant in the winter months, and will only grow up to 12 inches in the spring,
summer and fall growing season and therefore take years to come into maturity. HomerWood carefully selects its lumber from
only slow-growth trees, as these produce a more stable cut of wood, with beautiful heartwood and a very tight graining pattern.
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